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Abstract—This paper focuses on a heterogeneous scenario in
which cellular and wireless local area technologies coexist and in
which mobile devices are enabled with device-to-device
communication capabilities. In this context, this paper assumes a
network architecture in which a given user equipment (UE) can
receive mobile service either by connecting directly to a cellular
base station or by connecting through another UE that acts as an
access point and relays the traffic from a cellular base station.
The paper investigates the optimization of the connectivity of
different UEs with the target to minimize the total transmission
power. An optimization framework is presented, and a
distributed strategy based on Q-learning and softmax decision
making is proposed as a means to solve the considered problem
with reduced complexity. The proposed strategy is evaluated
under different conditions, and it is shown that the strategy
achieves a performance very close to the optimum. Moreover,
significant transmission power reductions of approximately 40%
are obtained with respect to the classical approach, in which all
UEs are connected to the cellular infrastructure. For multi-cell
scenarios, in which the optimum solution cannot be easily known
a priori, the proposed approach is compared against a
centralized genetic algorithm. The proposed approach achieves
similar performance in terms of total transmitted power, while
exhibiting much lower computational requirements.
Index Terms—Power efficient communications, D2D, Qlearning, AP selection
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network load are increasing exponentially. As a result,
conventional cellular architectures are facing unprecedented
challenges to meet user demands, particularly for users located
at cell edges or in indoor positions, where a significant portion
of the data traffic is being generated. To provide broadband
services with satisfactory user experience in these locations,
when conventional cellular architectures are used, an
increased link budget is required, leading to larger transmit
power consumption at both base stations (BSs) and user
equipment (UE). As a result, there has been increasing interest
in evolving network architectures, functionalities and
technologies to better address these challenges.
In particular, the classical cellular network concept is being
shifted towards the so-called heterogeneous networks
(HetNets) composed of multiple access technologies, such as
cellular and wireless local area networks, and multiple cell
layers of different sizes [1][2]. The use of device-to-device
(D2D) communications, in which UEs are able to directly
communicate, is also envisaged as an important component of
these future networks because it opens the door for a number
of possibilities, such as proximity services and cellular
coverage extension by means of relaying other UEs. [3].
Initiatives in this direction are being conducted by the 3rd
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) in Long Term
Evolution (LTE) Release 12 [4] and by the Wi-Fi Alliance,
which has recently developed Wi-Fi Direct technology [5],
which allows a UE to act as an access point (AP) for other
UEs. In this way, different UEs communicate between
themselves, and one of them can share its cellular connection
with others by relaying their traffic to/from a cellular BS.
There are different taxonomies of D2D use cases [3]-[8]. In
[7], the D2D use cases are divided into two categories. The
first category is simple D2D communication, in which the
sender and receiver exchange data with each other, and in the
second category, D2D users act as a relay for the other users.
In this paper, we focus on the second category, considering a
cellular network where the UEs have the capability to act as
APs and relay traffic from the cellular infrastructure to other
UEs. In [8], a survey on the multiple D2D use cases is
presented. The cases are categorized as in-band D2D, in which
the D2D link and the cellular link use the same spectrum, and
out-of-band D2D, in which the D2D link and the cellular links
use different frequency bands or even different technology
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(e.g., LTE for the cellular link and IEEE 802.11 for the D2D
link). In this paper, we focus on the out-of-band D2D case,
which is identified in [8] as an emerging area of research
because the majority of current mobile devices are equipped
with more than one wireless interface (e.g., Wi-Fi and LTE),
which facilitates the implementation and results in advantages
compared to in-band D2D, such as the possibility to have
simultaneous communication in the cellular and D2D links
and the lack of interference between the two.
In [9], different use cases and scenarios of D2D for further
research towards Fifth Generation (5G) networks are
identified. D2D applications are split into three groups, one of
them being network enhancement based services, in which
D2D communications are envisaged to improve connectivity,
Quality of Service (QoS) and capacity via activation of the
appropriate communication modes (i.e., cellular, direct D2D
and relay mode). In this paper, we address the last problem,
namely, the selection between the cellular and the relay mode
to enhance the network performance. Indeed, due to the
shorter distances and associated lower propagation losses in
the D2D link, it is expected that the higher bit rates associated
with mobile broadband services can be more efficiently
achieved (e.g., with less power consumption) than when the
UEs at the cell edge connect directly to the BS. In this
scenario, given the randomness associated with the
propagation in mobile environments, the variability in the
generation of data traffic and the mobility of UEs and UEs
acting as APs, there will be situations in which it may be more
efficient for a certain UE to connect to another UE acting as
an AP or to connect directly to the cellular BS, leading to a
dynamic network architecture in which the UEs can
dynamically change the way they connect to the cellular
infrastructure. Consequently, it is crucial to have intelligent
decision mechanisms to determine the best connection for
each UE. Such decisions need to consider aspects such as the
propagation conditions of the different links, the load existing
in each macrocell and in each AP, the bit rate requirements of
each UE and the total power consumption.
In this context, this paper considers the optimization of the
UE connectivity with the objective of minimizing the total
transmit power, thus targeting an efficient solution from the
perspective of energy consumption. The design of strategies
that are efficient in providing the desired wireless services
with minimum power consumption is relevant not only from
an ecological perspective but can also lead to significant
economic benefits. As an example, it is stated in [10] that the
energy bill for a mobile operator accounted for approximately
18% of the operational expenditures in a mature European
market and increased to 32% in other markets, such as India.
Following this trend, several initiatives have addressed
research towards energy-efficient wireless communications
[11]. Transmit power reduction can also be beneficial from the
perspective of health because both users and regulators are
concerned about the potential undesirable effects of wireless
network radiation on the human body. Different national
authorities at the worldwide level have conducted intensive
studies in this direction, usually recommending the
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minimization of exposure to citizens as a precautionary
measure [12]-[14].
Based on the above, the main contributions of this work are
summarized as follows:
1) A new optimization framework is presented to determine
the best connectivity option for each UE in a
heterogeneous network with out-of-band D2D capabilities
used for relaying data. The objective is to minimize the
total power consumption in the scenario while satisfying
the bit rate requirement of each UE. The main differences
from the classical relay selection due to the consideration
of D2D are: (i) the UEs acting as APs may have their own
data to transmit, (ii) different frequency bands and
technologies are used for the cellular link and the D2D
link, and (iii) the UEs acting as APs can exhibit mobility.
To the authors’ best knowledge, no previous work has
addressed the optimization of this use case from the
perspective of total power consumption.
2) A new distributed strategy based on Q-learning and
softmax decision making is proposed as a means to
implement the presented optimization framework. In this
approach, each UE autonomously decides the most
appropriate AP or cellular BS to receive the required
service based on its previous experience of using the
different APs/BSs. The main advantage of this type of
distributed approaches is that it allows for a reduction in
complexity in comparison to centralized approaches that
address the global optimization by jointly considering all
APs and UEs. Therefore, the distributed approach can
scale better when increasing the network size.
3) The proposed strategy is evaluated under different
conditions, revealing that its performance is very close to
the optimum and that it can provide significant power
consumption reduction with respect to the classical
approach, in which the UEs connect directly to the cellular
BSs. The proposed approach is also benchmarked against a
centralized
genetic
algorithm,
showing
similar
performance despite the decentralized operation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a
summary of related work, and Section III elaborates the
system model and the proposed optimization framework.
Section IV presents the proposed Q-learning based solution
for AP/BS selection, which is evaluated in Section V. Finally,
conclusions are summarized in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Multi-hop cellular networks (MCN) [15], in which the
traffic of a UE is relayed to a cellular infrastructure node by
means of intermediate relay stations, have received significant
interest in recent years as a means to enhance the capacity,
data rates and coverage of cellular networks. For example,
architectural aspects and routing protocols were studied in
[16]-[19], and different relay selection schemes were recently
proposed in [20]-[22].
The focus of this work is on the out-of-band relaying D2D
use case in which the cellular link and the relay link make use
of different technologies. In this respect, in [23], the relay
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selection probability is analyzed in the uplink of an LTEbased, multi-hop cellular network with out-of-band relaying. It
accounts for the intercell interference in the cellular network,
as well as for the fact that both the cellular link and the relay
link using IEEE 802.11 can limit the capacity. The method
assumes, however, a regular channel allocation of IEEE
802.11 channels to relays in different hexagonal cells that may
not be realistic because the deployment of Wi-Fi access points
is usually highly irregular. In [24], a network selection scheme
is considered in a heterogeneous scenario with LTE and Wi-Fi
APs that accounts for the backhaul capacity for each AP. The
considered scenario assumes APs deployed at specific
positions, in contrast to this work, which assumes that the UEs
can act as APs and relay the traffic of other UEs towards the
LTE network. Another important difference of this paper with
respect to prior studies is that we assume that a UE acting as
an AP and relaying data to other UEs may also have its own
information to be transmitted, whereas previous works usually
assume that a UE can only act as a relay when it does not have
its own data to be transmitted. In [25][26], the combination of
LTE-A with D2D communications is explored for the
provision of multicast services, analyzing the potentialities in
terms of energy consumption. Similarly, in [27], the use of
Wi-Fi in conjunction with LTE is studied for the provision of
in-car communications. A simulation analysis is presented to
show that this approach can provide higher bit rates than direct
connection to the LTE network. In [28], the so-called userprovided networks are considered, in which mobile hosts with
3G/4G connections are incentivized to forward data for others.
Whereas that scenario is similar to the one considered in this
paper, the focus of [28] is placed on the incentive mechanisms
and not on the optimization of the connectivity options to
minimize the transmitted power. Finally, in [29], the
opportunistic coverage extension of a cellular network was
analyzed to provide service to UEs outside of the direct
coverage area of the cellular BS by means of relaying, and a
learning-based approach was used to select both the spectrum
of the D2D link and the node that provides the coverage
extension.
There are also a number of works that have considered
different approaches for AP selection in wireless local access
networks (WLAN). Apart from the classical approach, in
which the AP is selected based on signal strength, different
studies have proposed other metrics to achieve a more
efficient AP association, such as the packet error rate, the
throughput and the bandwidth per user [30]-[32]. Other
approaches, such as [33], consider the load balancing problem
under max-min fairness considerations, whereas in [34]-[37],
game theory concepts are considered for the association of
UEs to APs. However, none of the above works assumes the
scenario in which the APs can be used to relay traffic from the
UEs to the cellular infrastructure, as considered in this work.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. System model
The scenario considered in this work is represented in Fig. 1.
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It assumes a cellular network where each UE (e.g., current
smartphones) can be turned into an AP and can be used to
provide wireless connectivity to other UEs. Let us consider J
macrocell BSs denoted as the set β={S1,...,SJ} with cellular
technology (e.g., LTE or LTE-A), K UEs acting as APs
denoted as the set ={A1,....AK} and N UEs not acting as APs
denoted as U={u1,...,uN}. In the following, the UEs of set 
will be referred to simply as “APs”, whereas those of set U
will be referred to as “UEs”. The bit rate requirement of UE un
is Rn. To achieve that bit rate, UE un must connect to one BS
in set β or one of the APs in set . In this respect, the purpose
of this work is to perform an efficient selection of the AP or
BS for each UE because this selection will impact the total
radio resource consumption. This work assumes
communication in the downlink direction, i.e., from the
BSs/APs to the UEs, although it could easily be extended to
consider the uplink direction.
The BS/AP selection process is executed at a time scale
where all short-term effects, such as the frequency-selective
fast fading, have been averaged. This time scale prevents the
UE from continuously changing the BS or AP due to random
channel variations that occur on a very short time scale.
Each AP has the capability to provide wireless Internet
access to other UEs. In general, different possibilities exist for
this access. This work assumes that a UE acting as an AP is
also connected to the cellular infrastructure, so that the AP
relays the data traffic of a BS to the UE using a 2-hop
approach. Then, in the example of Fig. 1, UE u1 has different
possibilities for obtaining service: direct connection to S2, 2hop connection S2A2u1, 2-hop connection S2A3u1 and
2-hop connection S1A1u1. In contrast, UE u2, out of the
coverage area of the macrocells, has only one possibility:
S2A2u2. This work could be easily extended to consider
other possibilities for providing access through the APs, for
example, in the case that the APs are fixed and have wired
connection to the Internet (as in the Dynamic Network
Architecture proposed in [38]), in which case no relaying
would be needed.
For the APs, it is considered that, in addition to relaying the
traffic of other UEs, they may have their own service
requirements. Then, the bit rate requirement of AP Ak is RA,k.
B. Macrocell link
It is assumed that the J BSs operate with the same LTE
carrier composed of M resource blocks (RB) of bandwidth B
that can be assigned to the N UEs (if directly connected to one
of the BSs) or to one of the K APs. As previously mentioned,
BS/AP selection is executed after having averaged the shortterm effects (e.g., frequency-selective fast fading), so we are
only concerned with the average number of RBs required by
each UE or AP to achieve their desired bit rate in a given BS,
but not with modelling the scheduling process that will decide
which specific RBs are allocated to each UE/AP in the shortterm. Then, the average number of RBs required at BS Sj
(j=1,…,J) to serve its UEs can be expressed as
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wheere Mreq,j’/M is
i the fractionn of time thaat an RB willl be
utiliized on averagge by BS Sj’.
S
Similarly, the capacity per RB in the linnk between A
AP Ak
andd BS Sj, rA,k,j, iss given by
 PRB, j / LA,k , j
rA,k , j  B log2 1 

PN  I A, k , j


Figg. 1. Considered scenario: Heteroggeneous network with D2D capabiilities.
N

N

M req , j   cn , j ·
n 1

Rn
rU , n , j

K

  ak , j ·
k 1

RA.k   bk , n ·Rn
n 1

rA, k , j

(1)

whhere cn,j is a biinary indicatorr that takes thee value 1 if UE
E un is
coonnected to B
BS Sj and 0 ottherwise. Sim
milarly, ak,j takkes the
vaalue 1 if AP Ak is connected to BS Sj and 0 otherwise, aand bk,n
takkes the valuee 1 if UE un is connected to AP Ak and 0
ottherwise. rU,n,jj is the capaccity that UE un can obtain when
alllocated to onee RB of BS Sj, and rA,k,j is tthe capacity thhat AP
Ak can obtain in one RB when conneccted to BS Sj. The
suubscript U in the
t notation rU,n,j reflects thhat it is the caapacity
acchieved by a UE
U when direectly connecteed to a BS, annd the
suubscripts n, j represent the number of thhe UE and thhe BS,
respectively. Sim
milarly, the suubscript A in rA,k,j reflects thhat it is
the capacity achhieved by an A
AP when connnected to a BS, and
the subscripts k and j represeent the numbeer of the AP aand the
BS
S, respectivelly. The first term in (1) corresponds to the
avverage numbeer of RBs required
r
by the UEs thaat are
coonnected direectly to BS Sj to achieeve their bitt rate
requirements Rn, whereas thee second term
m corresponds to the
S Sj to
nuumber of RBss required byy the APs connnected to BS
acchieve their ow
wn requiremennts RA,k plus thhose of the UE
Es they
arre serving.
B at BS Sj is PRB,j. Assuming the
The transmit power per RB
Shhannon boundd, the capacityy per RB in thhe link betweeen UE
un and BS Sj, rUU,n,j, can be estiimated as
 PRB, j / LU ,n, j
rU , n, j  B log 2 1 

PN  IU , n, j






(2)

whhere LU,n,j is tthe propagatioon loss betweeen UE un and BS Sj
that includes the
t
distance-ddependent lossses and thee slow
wing). PN=No·B is the noisse power meaasured
fading (shadow
width B with No as the nooise power sppectral
ovver the bandw
deensity. IU,n,j reepresents the average
a
interccell interferennce per
RB
B measured att UE un if connnected at BS Sj, given by
IU , n , j 

J

PRB , j ' M req , j '
·
M
U ,n, j '

L
j ' 1
j ' j





(4)

wheere LA,k,j is thee propagation loss between AP Ak and B
BS Sj,
inclluding the disstance-dependdent losses and shadowing, and
IA,k,jj is the averagge intercell intterference obsserved at AP Ak if
connnected at BS Sj, given by
I A, k , j 

PRB , j ' M req , j '
·
M
A, k , j '

J

L
j ' 1
j ' j

(5)

C. Device to Devvice (D2D) linnk
T
The communiccation betweenn an AP of set  and a UE oof set
U m
makes use of a device-to-ddevice (D2D) technology1. The
D2D
D link betweeen the AP annd the UE is assumed to have
bandwidth BA thaat is shared onn the time doomain betweenn the
t the AP, e..g., by meanss of a scheduuling
UEss connected to
algoorithm or a medium
m
accesss control (MA
AC) protocol. It is
alsoo assumed thaat the APs caan simultaneouusly use the D
D2D
inteerface and the cellular interrface to conneect with other UEs
andd with the iinfrastructure, respectivelyy, and that both
inteerfaces operatte at differennt frequency bbands so thaat no
muttual interferennce exists. Coorrespondinglly, when the APs
relaay data from the infrastruccture to other UEs, full duuplex
relaay is assumed. It is assumed that a controll mechanism eexists
at the
t
APs so that UE un receives at most its bit rate
requuirement Rn. T
Then, if the aachievable bitt rate rD,k,n (w
where
subsscript D,k,n ddenotes the D22D link betweeen AP Ak andd UE
un) is higher thhan the requiirement Rn, tthe AP will only
g
trannsmit data for this UE durinng the fractionn of time θk,n given
by
Rn 
 .
 rD , k , n 


 k , n  min  1,

(6)

Inn this way, th
the average power transmiitted by AP Ak to
provvide service tto UE un wouuld be PA·k,nn, where PA iss the
trannsmit power oof AP Ak, assuumed to be coonstant (and eequal
for all access poiints), which is the usual appproach in cuurrent
impplementations of Wi-Fi systtems that do nnot apply dynaamic
trannsmit power coontrol. In this way, the AP w
will spend onlyy the
minnimum power needed to prrovide the UE
E with its bit rate
requuirement. In the case rD,k,nn<Rn, UE un cannot obtainn its
requuired bit rate tthrough AP Ak.
U
Under the aboove considerattions, the totaal fraction of time

(3)
1

We assume the work
w
at this stagee to be technologyy-agnostic. In praactice,
theree could be differennt possibilities, suuch as IEEE 802.11, LTE D2D, etcc.
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that AP Ak is active is denoted as k and is given by
N

k   bk , nk , n .

(7)

n 1

The criterion of k≤1 should be fulfilled so that all UEs
connected to AP Ak are able to reach their bit rate
requirements.
The achievable bit rate rD,k,n in the link between AP Ak and
UE un is given by

P /L
rD , k , n  BA log 2 1  A D , k , n
 P I
N,A
D ,k ,n






(8)

where LD,k,n is the average propagation loss between UE un and
AP Ak, PN,A=No·BA is the noise power at the UE and ID,k,n is the
average interference observed at UE un coming from the rest
of APs Ak’ that work at the same frequency as AP Ak. It is
given by
K

I D, k , n  
k ' 1
k ' k

PA
LD, k ',n

communications, total power is considered to be the relevant
metric because the power of both the BSs and APs is
generated from the electrical grid, so both transmit powers
contribute to the CO2 footprint. The total transmitted power is
given by
J

K

j 1

k 1

PTOT   PRB , j ·M req , j   PA · k .

(10)

The first term is the total power transmitted by the BSs,
expressed in terms of the average number of required RBs,
Mreq,j, whereas the second term is the total power transmitted
by all APs. Therefore, the considered optimization problem
can be formulated as follows:
min PTOT 

bk ,n ,cn , j

K
 J

 min   PRB, j ·M req, j  bk ,n , cn, j    PA·k  bk ,n  
bk ,n ,cn , j
k 1
 j 1


(11)

subject to the following constraints:
·k ' ·Fk ,k '

(9)

K

b

D. Problem formulation
The possibility of using APs to relay traffic to UEs is
intended to achieve a more efficient resource usage and a
reduction in the total transmit power in comparison with the
case when the UEs are directly connected to the BSs. In
particular, UEs with very high bit rate requirements located at
the edge of a macrocell require a large amount of RBs and,
correspondingly, a large total power if connected directly to
the BS. In contrast, if connected through another AP with
better propagation conditions to the BS, this may lead to less
RBs/power allocated in the BS for the same bit rate
requirement at the expense of some additional power
transmitted in the link with the AP. Clearly, a trade-off will
exist between the usage of resources in the macrocells and the
usage of resources in the D2D links, which leads to an
optimization problem to identify the best way to associate the
UEs with the different BSs/APs, i.e., to find the optimum
values of the binary indicators cn,j and bk,n defined in (1).
The focus of this work is on the selection of the BS/AP by
the UEs, not on the selection of the BS by the APs. In this
respect, the values of ak,j, which specify the connections
between APs and BSs, are obtained by assuming that each AP
is connected to the BS with the lowest propagation losses.
The target for the optimization is to minimize the total
average transmitted power. From the perspective of green

  cn, j  1

n=1,...,N

(12)

M req , j  M

j=1,…,J

(13)

rD ,k , n  bk , n Rn

n=1,...,N,

k 1

where Fk,k’ is a binary indicator that takes the value 1 if AP Ak
operates in the same frequency as Ak’ and 0 otherwise. The
criterion to decide which frequencies are assigned to each AP
is out of the scope of this paper, so Fk,k’ is assumed to be an
input.

J

k ,n

j 1

k=1,...,K

(14)

N

k   bk , n k , n  1 k=1,...,K

(15)

n 1

Constraint (12) reflects the fact that UE un can only be
connected to one AP/BS, so at most, one of the values of bk,n
and cn,j should equal 1. All values of bk,n and cn,j could be 0 if
there is no possibility of connection for UE un. In turn, the
total number of RBs required by a BS, Mreq,j, should be less
than the number of available RBs, M, as represented in
constraint (13). Constraint (14) reflects that UE un can only be
connected to an AP Ak in which the available bit rate in the
D2D link, rD,k,n, is higher than or equal to the required bit rate
Rn. Finally, the resource sharing of all UEs connected to AP Ak
to allow all of them to receive their required bit rate, as stated
in constraint (15).
The fulfilment of constraints (13)-(15) ensures that all the
UEs and APs are served with their required bit rates Rn and
RA,k, respectively. However, depending on the number of
available RBs M and the specific propagation conditions, it is
possible that no solution exists that fulfils all of the considered
conditions. In such a case, either some UEs should not be
admitted to the system or their achieved bit rate will be below
the minimum requirements.
The problem formulated by (11) and (12)-(15) is a binary
nonlinear optimization problem. It falls within the category of
integer programming, which is known to be NP-hard [39].
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IV. SOLUTION FOR DISTRIBUTED AP/BS SELECTION
The NP-hard problem presented in the previous section can
be solved by different methods (e.g., branch and bound and
genetic algorithms). However, these solutions would require
simultaneously considering all UEs, APs and BSs at a given
time and performing the optimization in a centralized way.
This method would lead to high complexity as the number of
UEs/APs/BSs increases. Moreover, in addition to being
nonlinear, the objective function (11) cannot be expressed in a
closed form as a function of binary variables bk,n and cn,j
because the term Mreq,j(bk,n,cn,j) for BS Sj depends on the values
of Mreq,j’(bk,n,cn,j’) for the BSs other than Sj, which captures the
mutual interference existing between BSs, as can be seen in
relations (1)-(3). The same occurs for the term k(bk,n)
corresponding to AP Ak. Due to these coupling effects between
variables, additional complexity arises when having to
compute the total power (11) for a given combination of input
variables bk,n and cn,j because it involves iterative numerical
analysis.
To overcome the above limitations, in the following, a
distributed approach is proposed, in which the different UEs
autonomously select the AP or BS that they will be connected
to. The main advantage of using distributed approaches is that
they allow for a reduction in complexity and signaling
overhead because each UE needs to consider only its own
selection possibilities. Moreover, to avoid the abovementioned
additional complexity needed to explicitly compute the total
power according to (11), the considered distributed
approaches are based on actual measurements performed by
UEs when connected to the different APs/BSs.
The proposed distributed approach is based on Q-learning
[40]. Each UE un keeps a record of its experience when using
each of the APs Ak k=1,…,K stored in a value QAP,n(k) and
each of the BSs Sj j=1,…,J stored in a value QBS,n(j).
Whenever an AP Ak or a BS Sj has been used by UE un, the
value of QAP,n(k) or QBS,n(j), respectively, is updated following
a single-state, Q-learning approach with null discount rate
given by
QAP , n  k   1    QAP , n  k    ·WAP , n  k 

(16)

QBS , n  j   1    QBS , n  j    ·WBS , n  j 

(17)

where (0,1) is the learning rate and WAP,n(k) and WBS,n(j) are
the rewards resulting from the use of AP Ak or BS Sj,
respectively. The rewards WAP,n and WBS,n reflect the degree of
fulfillment of the optimization target as well as the different
constraints. In that respect, if we consider that the target to
minimize in (11) is the total transmit power by the BSs and the
APs to ensure the UE bit rate requirements Rn, the reward will
be based on the total power and on the actual achieved bit rate
rˆn since the last AP/BS selection. In this way, those APs/BSs
that lead to lower power consumption levels provide larger
rewards and correspondingly larger values of QAP,n(k) or
QBS,n(j). The computation of the reward is detailed in the
following sub-sections.

A. Reward computation
1) Reward WAP,n(k) when a UE is connected through an AP
In this case, considering that AP Ak is connected to BS Sj,
the total power needed to serve UE un results from two
contributions:
- PA∙θk,n is the total power of AP Ak devoted to serving UE un.
- Pk,n,j is the power of BS Sj devoted to delivering the traffic of
UE un through the link between BS Sj and AP Ak. It is given
by
(18)

Pk , n , j  PRB , j ·M k , n , j

where Mk,n,j is the number of RBs in BS Sj required by UE un
when connected through AP Ak given by

M k , n, j 

Rn
.
rA, k , j

(19)

Based on the above discussion, the reward function when
UE un is connected to AP Ak is defined as
0


PA · k , n  Pk , n , j
WAP , n  k   
 1 P  P
A
max, j


if

rˆn  Rn
otherwise

(20)

where Pmax,j is the maximum power of BS Sj given by
Pmax,j=M∙PRB,j. Note that (20) assigns a value of 0 whenever
the achieved bit rate (i.e., measured bit rate) during the
connection rˆn is below the requirement Rn. In contrast, if the
service requirement has been successfully fulfilled, the reward
is a value between 0 and 1 that decreases when the required
power consumption increases. The condition rˆn  R n when the
UE is not getting its required bit rate can occur for three
different reasons: (i) a lack of RBs at BS Sj to provide the
service through AP Ak, meaning that constraint (13) is not
fulfilled. (ii) The propagation conditions in the D2D link do
not allow achieving Rn, meaning that constraint (14) is not
fulfilled. (iii) There is an excessive load in AP Ak, meaning
that constraint (15) is not fulfilled. Consequently, the
formulation of the reward function in (20) takes into account
the constraints of the optimization problem.
2) Reward WBS,n(j) when a UE is connected through a BS
In this case, the total power consumption is in the BS. By
making similar considerations as before, the transmitted power
from BS Sj devoted to UE un is given by
Pn , j  PRB , j ·M n , j

(21)

where Mn,j is the number of RBs that BS Sj would need to
serve the requirements of UE un and is given by

M n, j 

Rn
.
rU ,n, j

(22)
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Based on this, the reward function when the UE is
connected to BS Sj is defined as
if rˆn  Rn

 0

Pn , j
WBS , n  j   
 1 P
max, j


otherwise

.

(23)

B. Computation of the QAP,n(k) and QBS,n(j) values at
initialization
At initialization, i.e., when AP Ak or BS Sj have not been
previously used by UE un, the values of QAP,n(k) and QBS,n(j)
can be computed using expressions similar to the reward (20),
(23), but replacing the first condition (because there is no
measured value of rˆn ), as explained in the following.
For the case of an AP, the initial value of QAP,n(k) is defined
as
0
if k ,n  1 OR  Mk ,n, j  M 

(24)
QAP,n,initial  k   
.
PA·k ,n  Pk ,n, j
otherwise
 1
PA  Pmax, j

The first condition in (24) reflects the case that AP Ak is not
appropriate to serve UE un because the propagation conditions
in the link between the AP and the UE are not able to provide
the service requirements (i.e., k,n>1) or because the link
between the AP and the BS would require more RBs to
provide the service than are available (i.e., Mk,n,j>M).
Similarly, for the case of a BS, the initial value of QBS(j) is
given by
0
if  M n , j  M 

(25)
QBS , n ,initial  j   
.
Pn , j
otherwise
1 
 Pmax, j

C. Selection criterion
At the time when UE un needs to select an AP/BS for
receiving service, it uses the available values of QAP,n(k) and
QBS,n(j) to apply a softmax selection policy [40], in which AP
Ak or BS Sj is randomly selected with probabilities PrAP(k,n)
and PrBS(j,n), respectively, defined as
QAP ,n  k 

PrAP  k , n  



e
K

e

QAP ,n  k ' 



k ' 1

J

 e

QBS ,n  j '

(26)



j ' 1

QBS ,n  j 

PrBS  j , n  

e
K

e
k ' 1

QAP ,n  k ' 




J

 e

QBS ,n  j '

(27)



j ' 1

where  is the so-called temperature parameter. High
temperature causes the different options to be nearly
equiprobable. In contrast, low temperature leads to a greater
difference in selection probability for APs/BSs that differ in

their Q value estimates, and the higher the value of Q, the
higher the probability of selecting the corresponding AP/BS.
Softmax decision making is a common means of balancing the
exploitation and exploration dilemma in reinforcement
learning-based schemes [40]. Softmax decision making
exploits what the UE already knows to obtain a reward (i.e.,
selecting APs/BSs that have provided good results in the past),
but it also explores ways to take better actions in the future
(i.e., the selection must try first a variety of combinations and
progressively favor those that appear to be the best ones) [40].
To facilitate the algorithm convergence as the best actions
are being identified by the algorithm, a cooling function is also
considered in this paper to reduce the value of the temperature
 as time passes. Specifically, the following logarithmic
cooling function is considered:



0

log2 1  t 

(28)

where 0 is the initial temperature, and t is the time elapsed
since the UE made the first selection.
D. Admission control
Given that the AP/BS selection is performed by the UE, the
load in the selected node may already be too high to support
the new UE. Consequently, an admission control is used at the
selected node to ensure that the number of connected UEs is
sufficiently low to ensure that the required bit rates can be
provided. This factor is captured in the constraint (13) for the
BSs and (15) for the APs. Then, when a UE attempts to
connect to BS Sj, if the resulting value of Mreq,j after including
the new UE is higher than M (or in general than a certain
threshold), the new UE is not admitted to this BS. When the
UE attempts to connect to AP Ak, if the resulting value of  k
after including the new UE is higher than 1 (or in general than
a certain threshold), the new UE is not admitted to this AP.
When this occurs, the reward for the selected AP/BS is set to
0, and another node is selected.
E. Implementation and complexity considerations
Although a detailed analysis of the implementation of the
proposed approach for specific technologies is out of the scope
of this paper and is left for future work, in this section, we
present some high level considerations on how this
implementation could be addressed, emphasizing the practical
feasibility of the proposed approach.
Each UE needs to store the values QAP,n(k) and QBS,n(j) of
the candidate BSs and APs and to update them based on the
obtained reward each time it is connected to a BS or AP.
When the UE has been connected directly to a BS, the UE
computes the reward based on (23), which requires that the
UE measures the achieved bit rate rˆn and the power
transmitted by the BS, Pn,j. This power can be calculated by
the UE from (21) by measuring the average number of RBs
Mn,j that the BS has devoted to it. In addition, the power per
RB PRB,j and the power available at the BS Pmax,j can be sent
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byy the BS throuugh broadcast channels. Whhen the UE haas been
coonnected throuugh an AP, thhe UE computtes the rewardd from
(220). This requiires that the U
UE measures tthe achieved bbit rate
devoted by the D2D link (PA∙θk,n) and the power
rˆn , the power d
deevoted by the BS (Pk,n,j). Too obtain θk,n, tthe UE can measure
m
the fraction of time that it haas received innformation froom the
P. In turn, thee power Pk,n,j ccan be determiine by the AP
P using
AP
(18) after meaasuring the nuumber of RB
Bs that the BS
B has
deelivered to the UE, Mk,n,j, and using thhe powers PRBB,j and
Pmmax,j from the BS broadcast channels. Wiith this inform
mation,
the AP can deliiver to the UE
E the values oof PA, Pk,n,j andd Pmax,j
ussing a dedicatted control siggnaling messaage that depennds on
the technology used for the D2D
D
communnication (e.g., Wi-Fi
direct). This meessage will bee sent when thhe reward hass to be
coomputed at thhe end of the data transmisssion. Alternaatively,
annother implem
mentation optioon could be tthat the AP ddirectly
coomputes the rreward and seends it to thee UE. The iniitial Q
vaalues from (244) and (25) cann be obtainedd following a ssimilar
appproach. The difference is that the valuees of Mk,n,j, θkk,n and
Mn,j cannot bee directly measured
m
from
m the actuall data
traansmissions but are estimatted from the bbit rate requireements
Rn and expreessions (2)(4)(8) using signal-to-noise-andinterference measurements.
Existing D2D
D technologies, such as Wii-Fi direct andd LTE
D22D, already iinclude controol messages aand procedurees that
woould support the required signaling
s
betw
ween UEs andd APs.
Foor instance, iin the case of Wi-Fi dirrect [5], therre are
discovery proceedures to facilitate the identtification of thhe UEs
accting as APs, aand there are pprobe requestss/responses, beeacons
annd association requests/responses throughh which the reequired
information to ccompute the reeward could be exchanged.
In terms of complexity, tthe Q-learningg approach reequires
that each UE performs thee following ooperations. Firrst, to
uppdate the Q-vvalues for eacch AP/BS folllowing (16)(17), it
requires 2 prodducts and a suummation per AP/BS. Secoond, at
P/BS, the UE has to compuute the
the time of seleecting the AP
prrobabilities (226)(27) for alll BS/APs, w
which requiress J+K
exxponential funnctions, J+K summations and J+K divisions.
Thherefore, the aamount of reqquired operatioons is consideered to
bee very affordabble.
V
V. PERFORMA
ANCE EVALUA
ATION
The perform
mance evaluatioon of the prooposed approaach by
m
means of simulations has beeen carried outt in the two baaseline
sccenarios illustrrated in Fig. 22. Scenario 1 iin Fig. 2(a) asssumes
a ssingle BS S1 llocated in the upper left corrner of a squarre area
off 400 m x 4000 m. In turn, sscenario 2 in Fig.
F 2(b) is a multiceell scenario configured initiaally with J =3 BSs deployedd in an
arrea of 1000 m x 1000 m. D
Different positiions of the UE
Es and
AP
Ps are considdered in the simulations,
s
aas well as diffferent
nuumbers of UE
Es and APs. T
The rationalityy for the chooice of
these two scenaarios is the foollowing. Sceenario 1 is a ssimple
caase that allowss for the compputation of thhe optimum soolution
byy performing an exhaustiive search aamong all poossible
coombinations of
o bk,n and cnn,j. Therefore, scenario 1 allows
direct comparisson between the proposed algorithm annd the

8

(a)
(b)
Fig.. 2. BS, AP annd UE locationss in: (a) Scenario 1 (b) Scenarrio 2.
Cooordinates are measured in meters.

optiimum solutionn. In turn, scennario 2 is a moore realistic multim
cell case, where the
t choice of J=3 BSs has been selected as a
reassonable number of BSs thaat a UE can ddetect as candiidate
cells to receive service in a typical macroocell deploym
ment.
How
wever, in thiis scenario, the total num
mber of possible
com
mbinations inccreases dramattically (e.g., up
u to 3.67·10770 for
J=3, K=12 and N
N=60), so it is not possible to test them aall to
obtaain the optim
mum solution. For this reasson, the propposed
algoorithm is com
mpared for bennchmarking purposes
p
againnst a
genetic algorithm
m, which is a well-knownn heuristic seearch
metthod used to locate near--optimal soluttions in com
mplex
probblems, such as the one conssidered here. T
Then, in this ccase,
the genetic algoriithm, which ooperates with full knowledgge of
me instant, is taken as a nnearall APs/BSs/UEss at each tim
optiimal performaance bound ffor the propoosed decentralized
approach, in whicch each UE maakes its own decisions.
d
T
The followingg general proppagation model is assumedd for
com
mputing the prropagation lossses between the UEs/APss and
the BS (i.e., LU,n,j, LA,k,j) and in the D2D linkss between the UEs
andd the APs (i.e., LD,k,n):
L  ddB   K p   p log f  GHz    p log d  km
m  S

(29)

B
Based on [411] and refereences thereinn, the considdered
paraameters in (229) are Kp=1222.1 dB, p=
=21, and p=337.6.
Morreover, f=2.6 G
GHz is used for
f the propagaation loss betw
ween
the BSs and thhe UEs or APs
A
and f=22.4 GHz for the
proppagation loss between the APs and the UEs. S(dB) iss the
shaddowing, whichh follows a Gaaussian distribbution with meean 0
andd standard ddeviation =
=6 dB. Spaatially correllated
shaddowing is connsidered with exponential autocorrelationn and
decoorrelation disttance dcorr=10 m. The shadoowing of the llinks
BS--AP and AP-U
UE are assumed to be indepeendent.
Inn scenario 1, it is assumedd that the diffeerent APs worrk at
diffferent frequenccies (i.e., Fk,k’ =0 for all k annd k’) so that tthere
is nno interferencee in the D2D
D links. In sceenario 2, bothh the
casee where all A
APs work at thhe same frequuency and the case
wheere all APs woork at differentt frequencies are
a analyzed.
T
The BSs have M=25 RBs oof bandwidth B=180 kHz. The
trannsmit power pper RB for all BSs is PRB,j=229 dBm. The APs
have bandwidth BA=20 MHz aand transmit power PA=20 ddBm.
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Fig. 3. (a) Increase of the total transmitted power with respect to the
optimum solution. (b) Fraction of accepted requests by admission control for
the different strategies.

The noise power spectral density is No=-164 dBm/Hz, and the
required bit rates by the different UEs and APs are Rn=5 Mb/s
and RA,k=5 Mb/s. The simulation time is measured in generic
units denoted as “time steps” that specify when the different
events of the simulation occur (e.g., UEs generating and
finalizing activity periods). In this way, the results are
applicable to different times simply by mapping the time step
to a specific time unit.
The UEs and the UEs acting as APs generate activity
periods whose duration is geometrically distributed with an
average of 30 time steps. At the beginning of each activity
period, the UE performs the AP/BS selection process
explained in Section IV.C, and at the end of the period, it
updates the Q values based on (16)(17). Unless otherwise
stated, the time between the end of one activity period and the
beginning of the next one is also geometrically distributed
with average of 30 time steps.
Each simulation experiment is run for a total of 10000 time
steps. The Q-learning algorithm has been configured with
learning rate =0.1, and different values of the temperature
parameter  are analyzed, including the logarithmic cooling
given by (28).
A. Performance in terms of transmit power consumption
To gain first insight into the behavior of the proposed
strategy, the single cell scenario of Fig. 2(a) is considered,
with K=4 APs and N=6 UEs. In this single cell scenario, with
a reduced number of APs and UEs, the proposed algorithm is
benchmarked against the optimum solution to the problem
obtained by testing all possible combinations. Two variants of
the scenario are considered. Scenario 1A considers that the
K=4 APs and the N=6 UEs are static and located at the
positions indicated in Fig. 2(a). In turn, to obtain the global
performance for different positions of the UEs, scenario 1B
considers the case where the positions of the N=6 UEs are
randomly varied. Specifically, 200 runs of experiments are
executed corresponding to different uniform random
distributions of the UEs’ positions in scenario 1B.
Fig. 3 presents an evaluation of the proposed Q-learning
approach for both scenarios 1A and 1B. Two fixed values,
=0.01 and =0.1, are compared against the logarithmic
cooling function given by (28) with 0=0.1. As a reference for

comparison, Fig. 3 also includes the results with two simpler
strategies. The first is the case in which all UEs are connected
to the BS with the lowest propagation loss (denoted as “All to
Macro”). This situation corresponds to the classical approach,
in which no relaying through the APs is used. The second is
the random case in which each UE selects randomly, with the
same probability, the BS with the lowest path loss or an AP
connected to this BS. As a relevant performance metric of the
behavior of the proposed algorithm, Fig. 3(a) presents the total
transmitted power increase with respect to the optimum
solution for the different strategies. The optimum solution has
been obtained by performing an exhaustive analysis of all
possible combinations at each simulation time step. The
optimum solution depends on the UEs that are active at each
time step, so it can change during the simulation. The
presented results correspond to the average values along the
whole simulation time. As another performance metric of
interest, Fig. 3(b) plots the rate of accepted requests by the
admission control described in Section IV.D.
From Fig. 3(a), it can be observed that the proposed
approach with =0.01 and with logarithmic cooling achieves
performance very close to the optimum (e.g., differences of
less than 1% are observed for the logarithmic cooling case).
Moreover, significant transmit power reductions are achieved
with the proposed strategy in comparison to the classical
approach, in which all UEs are connected to the BS with the
lowest propagation loss (i.e., “All to macro”). Such approach
requires on the order of 40% higher transmit power, which
demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed method to reduce
the power consumption and thus contribute to the overall
energy savings.
The relevance of the temperature parameter  can also be
observed in Fig. 3(a). This parameter controls the trade-off
between exploration and exploitation in the learning
mechanism. Looking at the softmax criterion in section IV.C,
low temperature results in a greater difference in selection
probability for APs/BSs that differ in their Q value estimates,
and the higher the value of Q, the higher the probability of
selecting a given AP/BS. As a result, with low values of , the
system tends to converge quickly towards appropriate
solutions with selection probabilities close to 1. In this way,
the system can quickly exploit what has been learnt by
selecting the BSs/APs that provide the largest reward, at the
expense that it will have less exploratory capability to identify
other solutions in case the conditions change. In contrast, with
large values of temperature, the differences in the selection
probabilities for the BSs/APs become smaller, even if their Q
values are different. As a result, the UEs require more time to
identify the BSs/APs providing the largest reward, so they will
have less exploitation capability but higher exploration
capability to react to changes. In the results presented in Fig.
3(a), it can be observed that the choice =0.01 achieves a
much better performance than =0.1 because in the latter case,
there is excessive exploration, leading to the selection of nonoptimal solutions in some cases. In fact, additional results not
shown in the figure for the sake of simplicity revealed that
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TABLE I
SELECTION PROBABILITIES PRBS(J,N) AND PRAP(K,N) FOR THE DIFFERENT
UES IN SCENARIO 1A
A1
A2
A3
A4
S1
u1
0
0.985
0.005
0.005
0.005
u2
0
0.990
0.003
0.003
0.004
u3 0.005
0.980
0.005
0.005
0.005
u4 0.003
0.988
0.003
0.003
0.003
u5
0
0.989
0.004
0.004
0.003
u6
0
0.988
0.004
0.004
0.004

B. Convergence analysis
This section analyzes the convergence behavior of the
proposed approach towards the optimum solution. For this
purpose, scenario 1A is considered. Because the optimum
solution depends on the number of UEs that are active at each
time, the analysis in this section considers that all UEs are
continuously generating activity periods with an average
duration of 30 time steps without any inactivity period
between them. In this way, all UEs are active, and the
optimum solution does not change during the simulation. In
addition, no traffic is generated by the APs in this study.
Table I presents the AP and BS selection probabilities
PrBS(j,n) and PrAP(k,n) for the different UEs when the system
has converged at the end of a simulation. The Q-learning
approach with logarithmic cooling is considered. For all UEs,
the probability of connecting to the access point A1 is greater
than 98%. A detailed analysis of the power required with all
combinations, not shown here for the sake of brevity, reveals
that this is actually the optimum solution in this scenario to
minimize the total transmitted power.
Fig. 4 depicts the evolution of the total transmitted power as
a function of the total aggregated number of decisions (i.e.,
AP/BS selections) made by all UEs. The total number of
decisions is a representative metric of the convergence
because the algorithm progressively learns the optimum
solution as new decisions are made by the different UEs. The
total power progressively decreases until reaching the
optimum value after a total of 17 decisions made by all of the
UEs. Then, considering that there are 6 UEs in the scenario,
every UE requires, on average, between 2 and 3 decisions to
identify the proper AP. Fig. 5 illustrates the evolution of the
APs selected by each UE. The figure reflects that after a total
of 17 decisions, all UEs are connected to A1, which

Total Average Transmitted Power (W)
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Q‐learning logarithmic cooling
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the total transmit power as a function of the total number
of decisions made by the UEs in scenario 1A.

u1
u1

u2
u2

u3
u3

u4
u4

uu5
5

u6
u6

A4
4

Selected AP/BS

increasing  to larger values, such as =1, results in
performance very close to the random case, meaning that the
selection probabilities of (26) and (27) are similar for all
BSs/APs. In turn, when considering logarithmic cooling, it can
be observed in Fig. 3 that the performance improves with
respect to the fixed case =0.01, mainly because the
logarithmic cooling tends to reduce the temperature values as
time elapses, so the best solutions are progressively selected
with higher probability.
As shown in Fig. 3(b), the proposed approach with =0.01
and with logarithmic cooling achieves the best performance,
with 100% acceptance. In contrast, for the rest of the
strategies, the acceptance ratio degrades significantly,
especially for the case in which all UEs are connected to a
macrocell.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the AP or the BS selected by the different UEs as a
function of the total number of decisions in scenario 1A.

corresponds to the optimum solution. Although it is not shown
in this paper for the sake of brevity, similar values of the total
number of decisions to find the optimum solution are observed
in other scenarios where UEs and APs are located at different
positions.
C. Comparison with a centralized genetic algorithm for the
multi-cell scenario
As previously discussed, due to the dramatic increase in the
number of combinations for the multi-cell scenario, it is not
feasible to obtain the optimum solution, so the proposed
approach is benchmarked against a genetic algorithm that is
taken as a near-optimal performance bound. The genetic
algorithm jointly considers all UEs, BSs and APs in the
optimization process. Therefore, its implementation requires a
centralized approach, as opposite to the proposed Q-learning,
which is executed in a distributed way at each UE. In this
respect, the objective of this study is to benchmark how far
from the centralized technique the proposed distributed
approach can be and not to discuss the implementation
considerations associated with the comparison between the
two techniques.
The genetic algorithm used for the benchmark is triggered
each time that a UE begins or ends an activity period to
consider the possible reconfigurations that may be required as
a result of these events. The genetic algorithm operates
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3.2) Recombination: The two selected chromosomes are
recombined following the one-point-crossover
methodology (see [42] for details) to obtain a new
chromosome.
3.3) Mutation: Consists of changing the value of a gene
belonging to the new chromosomes resulting from the
recombination step. The probability of mutating one
gene is given by Pmut=1/NACT. When a gene is mutated,
its new value is selected randomly among the values
{1, ...,J+K }, excluding the current value of the gene.
3.4) It is checked whether the resulting chromosome fulfills
the constraints (12)-(15). If they are fulfilled, the
chromosome is kept. Otherwise, it is discarded. The
selection, recombination and mutation steps are
repeated until obtaining a total of Npop valid
chromosomes for the next iteration/generation.
4) Steps 2 and 3 are repeated iteratively until reaching a
maximum number of iterations/generations. The solution of
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Fig. 6. Total average transmitted power aggregated for all BSs and APs when
increasing the number of UEs N for K=12 access points.

the algorithm corresponds to the chromosome with the
minimum cost that has been found throughout all the
generations.
The evaluation is performed in the multi-cell scenario with
the J=3 BSs shown in Fig. 2(b). There are K=12 APs and a
variable number of UEs N. Twenty runs of experiments with
different uniform random distributions of the positions of UEs
and APs are executed. UEs are randomly distributed in the
whole area, whereas the APs are randomly distributed in
square regions of side 100 m centered on each of the BS
locations to reflect the fact that the APs that are located far
from the BSs are not be useful for relaying the traffic of UEs
located closer to a BS. Each execution of the genetic algorithm
consists of 100 generations with a population of Npop=30
individuals. The required bit rates of UEs and APs are
Rn=RA,k=2 Mb/s. The rest of the simulation parameters are the
same as in the beginning of section V.
Fig. 6 shows a comparison of the proposed Q-learning
approach with logarithmic cooling and 0=0.1 with respect to
the other considered strategies in terms of the total transmit
power as a function of the number of UEs N. In this case, the
APs work at different frequencies, so they do not mutually
interfere. The results observed with the Q-learning
methodology with =0.01 and with logarithmic cooling
improve the results obtained by the “All to macro” and
60

Total Average Transmitted Power (W)

iteratively by evaluating in each iteration a population (also
known as generation) of Npop individuals or chromosomes,
each corresponding to a candidate solution of the optimization
problem [42]. The number of genes in each chromosome is
NACT, corresponding to the number of active UEs in the
scenario at the time the algorithm is triggered. Then, the g-th
gene is associated to UE ug and takes an integer value
depending on the BS or the AP to which the UE is connected.
Specifically, the gene takes the value j if the UE is connected
to BS Sj and takes value J+k if the UE is connected to AP Ak.
The chromosomes considered in each generation correspond
to solutions that fulfill the constraints (12)-(15) of the
optimization problem (11). Each chromosome is evaluated in
terms of a cost or fitness function that captures the total
required transmitted power associated with the solution
represented by this chromosome. The cost function C(i)
corresponding to the i-th chromosome is given by (10).
Based on the above, the operation of the genetic algorithm
is as follows:
1) At initialization, a set of Npop chromosomes that fulfill the
constraints (12)-(15) are randomly generated.
2) The cost function C(i) is evaluated for each chromosome i.
3) The following operators are applied to the chromosomes to
obtain the new set of Npop chromosomes that constitute the
next generation:
3.1) Selection: The algorithm selects two chromosomes
(parents) to be used to obtain two new chromosomes
(children) for the subsequent generation. The parents
are selected according to a roulette wheel process, in
which chromosomes with lower cost are selected with
higher probability. Specifically, the probability of
selecting chromosome i is given by

All to macro
Q‐learning logarithmic cooling (all APs
operating at the same frequency)
Q‐learning logarithmic cooling (APs
operating at different frequencies)
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Fig. 7. Total average transmitted power aggregated for all BSs and APs when
the APs work at the same and at different frequencies.
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D. Influence of mobility and dynamic changes in the role of
APs and UEs
This section presents some illustrative results to provide
insight into the capability of the proposed Q-learning
methodology to adapt to changes in scenarios where UEs
and/or APs move and when the role of the APs and UEs
changes dynamically. In the first experiment, we focus on the
situation where a moving AP becomes available or
unavailable to relay traffic for a particular UE. For that
purpose, we consider the multi-cell scenario with the positions
of the BSs, APs and UEs shown in Fig. 2(b). At t=2000 time
steps, AP A3 begins to move from its initial position (200,800)
following a straight trajectory to the right until reaching
position (900,800) at t=9000 time steps. Then, the AP remains
at this position until the end of the simulation at t=10000 time

120

Total Average Transmitted Power (W)

“random” strategies by significantly reducing the total
transmitted power. Moreover, the proposed Q-learning
approach with logarithmic cooling achieved similar
performance to the genetic algorithm. Although this does not
mathematically prove the guaranteed convergence to the
optimum solution, as in Section V.B, because the genetic
algorithm could converge to either a global or a local
optimum, the results reveal that the proposed distributed
approach is able to achieve very close performance to a
classical optimization approach, such as the genetic algorithm,
in spite of being much less complex. In terms of convergence
time, the Q-learning approach achieves convergence to a
solution after an average number of 7.3 decisions per UE. In
terms of computational complexity, the simulation of 10000
time steps for the case of J=3 BSs, K=4 APs and N=10 UEs
lasts approximately 10 s with the Q-learning approach in a
state-of-the-art computer. In contrast, the same execution of
the simulation with the genetic algorithm lasts approximately
90 minutes. This reflects the dramatic reduction in
computational complexity of the proposed distributed
approach.
Fig. 7 evaluates the impact of the interference in the D2D
links in the case that all APs work at the same frequency, i.e.,
Fk,k’ =1 in (9). In this case, the interference among the different
APs reduces the capacities rD,n,k in the D2D links, which
increases the activity k for the different APs, reducing their
availability for relaying traffic and, as a consequence, the UEs
tend to connect more frequently to the BSs. As a result, the
total transmitted power increases with respect to the case
where all APs use different frequencies. However, the power
reduction with respect to the reference case, where all UEs
connect through the BSs, is still significant.
Finally, to test the behavior when increasing the number of
BSs, Fig. 8 considers a multi-cell scenario with J=7 BSs and
K=21 APs (using different frequencies) in an area of 1540 m x
1700 m. The figure plots the total average transmitted power
by all nodes for the proposed Q-learning scheme and for the
case when the UEs are connected only to the macrocells.
Similar results as in the previous cases are obtained, revealing
that the proposed approach achieves a significant power
reduction.
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Fig. 8. Total average transmitted power in a scenario with J=7 BSs and K=21
APs.

steps. All UEs are continuously generating activity periods of
average duration of 30 time steps without any inactivity period
between them. At the beginning of each period, the UEs
perform the AP/BS selection. The APs work at different
frequencies.
We focus the analysis on the behavior of UE u1 in Fig. 2(b).
Fig. 9(a) shows the evolution of the selection probability
PrBS(2,1) that u1 connects directly to BS S2 and the probability
PrAP(3,1) that u1 selects the 2-hop connection S2A3u1. The
other selection probabilities, PrBS(j,1) and PrAP(k,1), are
almost zero during the whole simulation and are not
represented in Fig. 9a. At the beginning of the simulation, u1
identifies the direct connection to BS S2 as the best option,
with a selection probability close to 1. This is a reasonable
choice because the closest AP, A3, is located far from this UE.
Then, as A3 moves and approaches the position of u1, Fig. 9(a)
shows that the probability PrAP(3,1) of selecting this AP
begins to increase, and at approximately t=6000 time steps, the
connection through AP A3 is identified as the best option.
However, as A3 moves further to the right and away from u1,
the UE identifies that the direct connection through BS S2 is
again the best option. This occurs at approximately t=7500
time steps, when AP A3 is located at position (750,800).
The second experiment assesses the capability of the
proposed approach to address dynamic changes in the role of
the APs and UEs. For that purpose, we consider the positions
of the BSs, APs and UEs shown in Fig. 2(b). At t=1000 time
steps, AP A1 decides to switch off its relaying capabilities and
becomes a UE. Then, at t=4000 time steps, UE u4 is
configured as an AP, denoted as A5. These modifications
affect the behavior of UE u5, whose selection probabilities are
plotted in Fig. 9(b). At the beginning, the probability PrAP(1,5)
increases to a value close to 1, meaning that u5 learns to
connect through AP A1. Then, when A1 becomes a UE at
t=1000 time steps, u5 identifies this situation, and the
probability PrBS(1,5) reaches a high value, indicating that the
UE has learnt to use the direct connection to BS S1, which
becomes the best option, as seen in Fig. 2(b). Finally, after
t=4000 steps, u4 becomes configured as AP A5, and u5
identifies this new AP as the best connectivity option to
receive service, i.e., PrAP(5,5) reaches a value close to 1. This
experiment reveals the robustness of the proposed approach to
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genetic algorithm for the different strategies in scenario 2.
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Fig. 9. (a) Selection probabilities PrBS(2,1) and PrAP(3,1) for u1 in scenario 2
when there is an AP moving. (b) Selection probabilities PrBS(1,5), PrAP(1,5)
and PrAP(5,5) for u5 when there are dynamic changes in the role of APs and
UEs.

adapt to dynamic variations in the operating conditions.
As a third analysis, we consider the scenario of Fig. 2(b)
with the APs and BSs located at fixed positions and all UEs
moving during the simulation following random trajectories.
At each position update, a UE can move forward, move back,
turn left or turn right with the same probability. Like in the
previous experiment, UEs generate continuous activity periods
with average duration of 30 time steps. The mobile speed is
such that a UE moves 3 m in each activity period. All APs
work at different frequencies. For benchmarking purposes, the
proposed Q-learning approach is compared to the centralized
genetic algorithm described in Section V.C executed ideally at
every time step so that it can be considered as an upper
performance bound.
Fig. 10 presents the total transmitted power increase for the
different methodologies with respect to the genetic algorithm.
Significant power reductions are achieved by the proposed Qlearning approach with respect to the case when all UEs are
connected to the macrocell BSs. In turn, the difference
between the Q-learning approach with logarithmic cooling and
the upper bound given by the centralized genetic algorithm is
only 7%, which can be considered satisfactory performance.
This result reveals the robustness of the proposed approach to
operate under dynamic conditions.

This paper has investigated the optimization of the
connectivity of different UEs in a heterogeneous cellular
scenario with D2D capabilities, in which specific UEs can act
as access points and provide service to other UEs by relaying
their traffic from the base stations, thus leading to a dynamic
network architecture in which each UE can change the way it
connects to the cellular network. In this respect, a new
optimization framework has been presented to determine the
most convenient connectivity option for each UE (i.e., one of
the BSs or another UE acting as an AP), with the target of
minimizing the total transmission power required in the
scenario to fulfill the bit rate requirements of the different
UEs.
A distributed strategy based on Q-learning and softmax
decision making has been proposed as a means to implement
the considered framework. Due to its distributed nature and to
the fact that each UE relies only on its own experience to
make decisions, the proposed approach has less complexity
than centralized approaches that address the global
optimization by jointly considering all APs, BSs and UEs.
The evaluation has demonstrated that the proposed
approach can achieve transmitted power reductions of
approximately 40% with respect to the classical approach in
which the UEs are always connected to the BSs. Moreover,
the temperature parameter in the softmax decision plays a
relevant role for the proposed approach, so a logarithmic
cooling technique has been adopted. The obtained
performance in terms of transmitted power in a single cell
scenario with the proposed approach is very close to the
optimum, with differences below 1%. Moreover, a detailed
analysis of the convergence properties of the proposed
approach has been conducted, showing that the algorithm
converges to the optimum solution after an average of 2 or 3
decisions per UE.
For multi-cell scenarios with high numbers of UEs and APs,
in which the optimum cannot easily be known a priori, the
proposed approach has been benchmarked against a
centralized genetic algorithm, demonstrating that the proposed
approach achieves similar performance in terms of total
transmitted power while exhibiting much lower computational
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complexity (e.g., as a reference, the duration of the presented
simulations with Q-learning is approximately 10 s, whereas
the same simulation with the genetic algorithm lasts
approximately 90 minutes). The robustness of the proposed Qlearning methodology to operate in dynamic scenarios, where
APs and/or UEs move and where the role of APs and UEs
changes dynamically, has also been illustrated.
As future work, the considered framework could be
extended to optimally determine which of the UEs are more
adequate to act as APs so that the total power is minimized.
Similarly, the considered optimization problem could be
extended by optimizing the values of the transmitted power of
the APs. This would be feasible if the D2D technology
allowed some sort of dynamic power control to automatically
modify the transmitted power. In addition, the framework
could also be extended with consideration of other service
requirements, such as the possibility of reducing the bit rate
for those UEs that cannot achieve the required bit rate through
any AP/BS or by considering other service metrics such as
delay. Finally, the detailed implementation of the proposed
algorithm for specific technologies is also considered as a
future research direction.
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